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The wave of recent events leaving their mark on history, let alone travel, this quarter began with the 

uprisings rippling through the Middle East and North Africa. Then, in the midst of that chaos, disaster 

struck in Asia Pacific. First, New Zealand suffered a 6.3 magnitude earthquake in February. Then in 

March, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake crippled Japan as destruction turned to a state of devastation 

and emergency at the hands of the tsunami and the nuclear power plant crisis which followed. In 

light of the scale and significance of these events, this special edition of The Pegasus View takes a 

closer look at their impact on travel.  

Below is an analysis of the combined GDS and ADS distribution channel performance, by date of 

booking, for these respective locations as these events have unfolded.  

 

Middle East/North Africa Uprisings  

IMPACT ON THE REGION 

Tunisia’s revolution was the most cited catalyst for what became a wildfire of protests across Arab 

nations in the Middle East and North Africa. The majority of unrest erupted during January and 

February, with tension and even violence currently continuing for many. Although travelers were 

stranded for relatively brief periods of time in certain locations by public safety concerns and/or 

halted flights, there was urgency to evacuate visitors as soon as possible. If return directly home was 

not an option, then many were transported to southern Europe. Thus, booking volumes and 

associated revenue for the region quickly declined in January and more so in February as these 

tumultuous events heated up.  

 

 
 

As seen from the historical bookings in the upper portion of the diagram below, booking growth for 

the total region of the Middle East and North Africa declined by approximately -30% from growth 

rates prior to the revolts; booking increases over prior year during November and into December of 

2010 were in excess of +40% compared to the +16.4% increase seen in February. ADR growth, 

previously in the double-digits, slid to single-digit growth and dipped below prior year by -2.2% in 

February. Length of stay (LOS) or nights per reservation fluctuated a bit due to periods of travel 

restrictions, but clearly stays were cut short overall. 

 

From the lower portion of the diagram below depicting forward-looking data, net bookings for 

future stays fell off dramatically and escalated into large net decreases against prior year by 

cancellations. It is no surprise that future travel to this region, whether for business or leisure, has 

come to a halt for areas still in a state of upheaval, and is delayed for areas less actively engaged. 
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IMPACT ON KEY TRAVEL MARKETS –  

EGYPT, TUNISIA, MOROCCO, SAUDIA ARABIA, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, ISRAEL 

Of the several countries experiencing varying degrees of disruption throughout the Middle East and 

North Africa, the countries examined in this section are those that are the most significant 

destinations with regard to inbound travel.  

EGYPT 

The affected country with perhaps the largest volume of inbound travelers is Egypt. Certainly a top 

leisure destination, its economy is heavily reliant on tourism. With leisure travel already the most 

susceptible to even perceived signs of trouble, bookings growth over prior year dived as protests 

quickly turned to a revolution in January.  

 

Reservations growth fell by more than 100 percentage points—from an average increase over prior 

year of approximately +30% before the revolution, to a decrease in bookings of -85.7% during the 

tense struggles in February. ADRs fell off as well, hitting a shallower bottom than bookings. LOS 

reflects a somewhat tainted overall picture, skewed by unusual stay patterns caused by flight 

cancellations, travel restrictions, etc. 
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From forward-looking data, ADR hits a bit of a plateau and then dips again. Although the core 

revolutionary activity has subsided, bookings made as of February for stays through August have yet 

to show improvement. However, as tourists feel confident a safe and stable environment has been 

restored, arrivals will likely return to prior levels soon.  

 

 
 

TUNISIA 

Tunisia’s bookings began to fall off in mid December. Bookings dropped from an average increase 

over prior year of +25% in October and November to a decrease of -19.6% by February. There’s no 

doubt that the -45% swing is a dramatic one, but because Tunisia does not have as broad and as 

deep a leisure travel draw as Egypt, the drop in bookings was not to the same extent. For one, 

Tunisia’s booking performance prior to uprisings was not as high as those in Egypt. Tunisia 

experienced a two-month prior-unrest average increase of +25%, with a high point at +41.7%; versus 

Egypt’s respective prior-unrest two-month average increase at +30%, with a high point at +64.3%. 

Also, Tunisa’s bookings reached a low of -19.6% below prior year by February compared to Egypt’s 

drastic booking plunge of -85.7% less than prior year. 
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ADR performance was already in a state of flux for Tunisia, and, with the added events, ADR looks to 

remain at or below last year’s levels.  

Looking ahead, it comes as no surprise that bookings for future stays have significantly decreased for 

this country as well. The relatively quick return to order of Tunisia’s political and social climate, 

though, will likewise assist with a relatively quick travel market return.  

 

 

MOROCCO 

Although not involved in a revolution, Morocco did experience some protest activity of its own 

starting at the very end of January. Thus reservations growth declined by nearly half in February, 

down from the strong gains being made over prior year at the end of 2010 and into January. ADR 

growth followed a similar pattern; however, neither booking volume nor ADR had dropped below 

prior year levels as of February. 

 
 
When we look at bookings for future stays we see traveler uncertainty is quite prevalent, particularly 

while still within months of reported protest activity. However, unlike Egypt and Tunisia, LOS 

remained much steadier. This is a sign that travelers were leaning toward a “wait-and-see” stance in 

tourist areas away from where these more minor outbreaks were occurring. Also unlike Egypt and 

Tunisia, ADRs appear not to have been discounted.  
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SAUDIA ARABIA 

Similar to Morocco, Saudia Arabia experienced relatively minor protest activity. These protests were 

cited as beginning mid-January. With November experiencing a boost in year-over-year booking 

growth, December’s ease in growth pace was due in part to a return to more standard growth 

patterns. It was also largely brought on by traveler observation of outbreaks beginning to appear in 

the region and justifiable concern of it spreading.  

 
 

Bookings here also remained above prior year levels through February, with future bookings 

reflective of cancelled or postponed travel plans. From future ADR growth, it appears rates will be 

susceptible to reductions in this area.  

Saudi Arabia benefits from having a high mix of corporate business, which will prove advantageous 

for continued bookings and rate stability. Corporate business in general is less reactionary, 

particularly if much of that business is coming from intra-regional travel whereby there is already a 

greater familiarity and comfort level with the area. 
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

Significant protest activity has not been reported for the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and therefore 

no large drops in booking volumes are seen through February. There was some easing in booking 

growth beginning in February as unrest among other Arab nations was anxiously watched and signs 

of unrest at home evaluated. ADR, however, reflected some increases December through January. 

This suggests that travelers shifting from more affected areas may have benefited this market.  

 
 
While ADRs look to hold strong for the UAE, forward-looking bookings reveal general hesitation to 

travel to Arab nations in the Middle East. As time and uncertainty in the general region passes, so 

too will any remaining traveler hesitation.   
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ISRAEL 

Israel has also not reported any significant protest activity, and apart from the other key travel 

markets in the Middle East and North Africa, it displays continued and even stronger booking 

increases over prior year during this tumultuous first quarter. December through February, booking 

increases over prior year remained in the double-digits and rose to an increase of +32.7% over prior 

year in February.  

 
 

ADRs have not decreased and have in fact reflected incremental adjustments upward to match 

either the influx from areas nearby and/or capitalize on the less price-elastic nature of bookings that 

are still being made. Israel captures a fair amount of corporate travel, plus its status as a historical 

and religious capital holds a high incentive for leisure visitors.  
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Asia Pacific Earthquake Devastation 
 
While all eyes watched political and social structures in the Middle East unravel, attention soon 

turned to the shocked catastrophes that hit the Asia Pacific region. Unbeknownst to any was that 

the earthquake rocking New Zealand was just a precursor to the earthquake that launched the 

unimaginable sequence of events that sent Japan reeling. The following is a look at the impact these 

events are having on travel and thus the industries, economies and livelihoods it supports. 

 
NEW ZEALAND 
On February 22nd, a 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck Christchurch, New Zealand’s second largest 

city. Entire areas of the city appeared flattened by the quake, with many building collapses and 

structural damage done to those still standing. Although the quake was centered only six miles from 

the city center of Christchurch, it was not a direct hit. Many hotels were damaged beyond repair, are 

in need of major repairs or still under assessment for structural damage. Primarily the airport hotels, 

however, have been reported as more or less unscathed, with relatively minor, non-structural work 

to be done in order to reopen for business. 

From the reservation activity analyzed for the days immediately prior to and following February 22nd 

against the same day of the week last year, the cancellations and resulting net negative booking 

tailspin is apparent. The day of the quake, net bookings dropped to levels -80% below that of last 

year. The net decreases subsequently eased to a still large but less intense decrease of -35.0% below 

last year by March 8th as the immediate burst of cancellation volume had passed.  

ADR can be seen to fluctuate on any given day over the period but, at least this early on, does not 

appear to have been greatly decreased overall as an automatic reflex. Hopefully that will remain the 

case not only for Christchurch, but also for the country of New Zealand as a whole. While some 

tourism infrastructures and attractions are closed down, the Christchurch airport and airport hotels 

are operable, allowing tourists to fly in and head out to enjoy a South Island holiday. 
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LOS fluctuates significantly during the immediate chaos that ensues from travelers trying to reunite 

with family and friends while making departure plans, but is not nearly as erratic by March 8th.  

Soon after a disaster, bookings for more immediate travel are often instantly cancelled. Bookings 

made for travel even just a few weeks out do not appear to have the same urgency to be cancelled 

as potential travelers assess the impact on their specific travel plans. New Zealand has rich offerings 

throughout its diverse terrain that are particularly appealing to the leisure traveler. From what can 

be seen thus far from forward-looking data, while time spent in the city of Christchurch may have 

been taken off itineraries for a while, it appears that travel to the rest of New Zealand will continue 

to help bolster bookings to the country as Christchurch rebuilds. 

 

 
JAPAN 
Widely reported and also witnessed via social media by the world, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake 

shook Japan on March 11, delivering in its wake a catastrophic tsunami causing massive destruction 

and grave concern over nuclear power plant operations and radiation leakage.  
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As illustrated below, net bookings simply plummeted. Net reservation volume fell from an increase 

of +26.1% the day prior, to percentage decreases over last year consistently in triple digits 

throughout the following week. Cancellations soared, causing net bookings to hit bottom by almost -

300% against last year and only improving to -100% decreases a week out. 

ADR will often spasm during the immediate days following a disaster. However, it appears thus far 

that overall deep discounting is not the plan of action for the country as a whole. Whether rates hold 

as part of a staid strategy or are simply untouched due to current focus on larger issues remains to 

be seen.  

 
 

LOS shows wide swings. There was a huge increase of +551.9% over last year on the day of the 

quake as transportation ground to a standstill and few travelers appear to have been thinking of, if 

even capable of, checking out of their room according to schedule. LOS began to eventually show 

decreases as travelers made their way to stay with family and friends and/or were able to take 

flights out of the area. 
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Reservation and cancellation lead times further exemplify the tragedy and despair experienced. 

Booking lead times drastically fell, and remained well under prior year a week out as people 

immediately either re-booked longer stays if their current lodging was still viable, or scrambled to 

book hotels outside the destruction as they took time to plan their future actions. 

Booking cancellations for previously planned trips to the entire country didn’t only spike in volume 

but were made without hesitation. As seen below, the lead time for cancellations prior to a trip’s 

arrival date condensed to less than last year by about -80%. 

 
 
As one would expect, based on ongoing coverage of growing concerns regarding the nuclear 
disaster, forward-looking data shows no improvement in the immediate future. Japan’s devastation 
and sizable aftershocks are still fresh, and dangerous issues involving radiation leaks are currently 
being explored. 
 
Japan has its share of leisure travel, but is a particularly strong corporate market. This market will 
help it begin to draw business travelers back to main cities not heavily impacted, like Tokyo and 
Osaka.  
 
 
IMPACT ON OUTLYING AREAS – HAWAII & CALIFORNIA 
 
HAWAII 
The tsunami emanating from the earthquake off Japan’s shores hit land in the Hawaiian Islands less 

than eight hours later. The tsunami was not nearly as massive as the wave in Japan, but it did prove 

destructive to Hawaii’s harbors and seaside towns. One of the largest surges was on Oahu, where 

the tsunami went 100 feet inland, tossing boats tied to piers. Another surge in Maui went inland 

one-third of a mile, leaving much flooding and debris in its path. 

Hawaii’s net bookings saw declines in its capital of Honolulu slide from an average growth of +37% 

over prior year over the week prior to the tsunami, to a net decrease of -23.8% the day after. This 

was clearly a much less drastic and lasting event for Hawaii, and negative decreases in net bookings 

over prior year can be seen to lessen to single-digits only a week after the initial damage. 
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Decreases in LOS are seen to occur intermittently sooner in Hawaii. With less widespread damage to 

infrastructure and inland areas, visitors were more easily able to cut their travel short and return 

home. ADRs were appropriately not impacted. This event was relatively limited in scope and 

duration, with no further activity to incite travel worries. Thus a relatively quick return to this highly 

leisure driven market’s previous progress is expected. 

 

 
 

 
CALIFORNIA 
As with Hawaii, the tsunami also affected Northern California. Eight-foot waves were reported in 

Crescent City, with ocean surges inundating certain beaches, ports and harbors, prompting the 

opening of emergency shelters. Nonetheless, the damage was relatively limited in scope and area, 

with no central key global travel destination significantly impacted. 
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 

 The Middle East/North Africa  

o The degree to which bookings declined in the first quarter was in direct relation to the 

degree and intensity of uprisings in the countries affected. 

o Future bookings were heavily impacted for all, whether due to existing protests or fear 

of protest activity spreading. 

o Fortunate for some key travel destinations is that unrest seems to have subsided and a 

more stable environment appears to be on the horizon; essential factors for future 

travel arrivals. 

 

 New Zealand 

o No doubt Christchurch will need to rebuild before it is added back to travel itineraries 

for many travelers. 

Travel to New Zealand as a whole, however, should be back to previous levels of 

progress soon, particularly if effective marketing plans are set in action for the country. 

 

 Japan 

o A country still reeling from epic disaster, bookings vanished. Previous double-digit 

booking increases over prior year were sent into triple-digit net decreases by rapid 

cancellation volumes. 

o Bookings don’t show any improvement in the immediate future, yet hopes are that key 

cities outside the devastated areas, such as Tokyo and Osaka, will see their markets 

begin to come back. 

o Tsunami impact on either Hawaii or California was nowhere near as great with regard to 

scope and damage; both markets should see a relatively quick return to previous levels 

of booking volumes. 

 

In summary, for a year getting off to a good start overall for the travel industry, this first quarter also 

proved to be a most turbulent and tragic time. Events making headline news and history have 

caused travel recovery to be placed on hold for those areas impacted. The length of time it will take 

for these areas to resume their previous level and pace of recovery depends on their respective 

circumstances. Return to previous travel levels for these regions will happen; it’s just a matter of 

when. Meanwhile, progress will continue overall. As information analyzed in regular and special 

editions of The Pegasus View and reported by other industry sources confirm, in general we still 

expect to experience an improved year for travel over last year.  

 

As a leader in the travel industry, Pegasus Solutions will provide analysis such as this when events 

have a widespread impact on the travel. Similarly, Pegasus recognizes a responsibility to step up and 

provide assistance when catastrophe strikes. We have not only been in regular contact with our staff 

and customers in Japan, but have been engaged in relief efforts that include both corporate and 

corporate-matched employee donations to the Red Cross.  

 

We send our most sincere wishes to all in crisis as we continue to share additional insight about 

industry trends, developments and projections in future regular or special editions of The Pegasus 

View.  
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Mike Kistner 

President and CEO, Pegasus Solutions 
 

 
 

Ric Leutwyler, COO, Pegasus Solutions 
President, Utell Hotels & Resorts 

 
Note: All data is on a date of booking basis unless otherwise stated. ADR and revenue percentage changes are calculated 
from values using a single constant exchange rate to eliminate the effects of currency exchange rate movements. 
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